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With 20 years of experience in the internet communications field, Cundill 
researches and pioneers communication and technology solutions that have 

proven potential to change the face of business. Fiercely authentic and 
driven – he is passionate about empowering any kind of business with the 

technology to inspire and cultivate sincerity and relevance through original, 
personalised customer journeys.

 Scott is a published author, international kung-fu medallist and prolific 
speaker. He is currently the CEO of Maj3.com.

http://www.maj3.com/
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I would like, if I may, to persuade you to do something a little 
different. I would like you to focus and align your sales efforts into 
a single, Captivating One-Liner. If you network, network around 
this one thing. If you connect with people on LinkedIn, connect 

with them around this one thing. When you sing in the shower, sing 
about this one thing.

The Captivating One-Liner will ignite your sales and here’s why…

Welcome

 Once you specialise, condense your 
area of specialisation with one powerful 

sentence.

To succeed in sales you 
need to be seen as a 

credible specialist.

This is called a Captivating One-Liner!
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1. What is it?

Is NOT a strap-line like “Just do it,” “Breakfast of Champions” or 
“Finger Licking Good.” Lines like these, while useful in their own 
right, do not explain your area of specialisation in a captivating 
and unique way to a niche audience. A C1L: 

•	 Is much like an article headline, however, it is longer and 
stronger. It is targeted, clear and intriguing, inviting your audience to find out more.

•	 Is NOT an elevator pitch. An elevator pitch is too product/service focused. Your 
Captivating One-Liner is NEVER about your actual product or service.

•	 Does not include the word “I” or “we.”
•	 Is unique to you and ONLY you.
•	 Always speaks about their pain.

Here are some examples of Captivating One-Liners that received click through rates of 
close to, or higher than 20% (the current industry average is 0.5% - 3%):

A Captivating One-Liner is a single line of 
text that makes prospective customers 
exclaim: “Wow! This person feels my pain!”

Automation of the financial sector is a hot topic right now. If 
you are a CFO or a Financial Director, how can you not be 

intrigued by this line? 

“The Digital CFO: 
I Want Automation and I Want it NOW!”

More examples
on the next page

A Captivating One-Liner:
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“Let Them ROAR, Let Them SOAR!
How Great Airline Leaders Handle Cultural Change.” 

The airline industry in Europe is facing severe restructuring and 
globalisation. This line targets a specific industry (airlines) AND it focuses on 

a major internal problem: cultural integration.

“The Fine-Print of the Funds - The Dark Side of Employee Benefits that 
Every CEO Needs to Know.“

Employee Benefit contracts are riddled with hidden clauses that are 
not in the best interests of employees. Think of the credibility that will be 
gained by exposing this to employers who may inadvertently be hurting 

their staff?

“Your Gourmet Customers are Sipping on… Water?”

The European hospitality industry is suffering. People are getting healthier 
so they are drinking less alcohol and ordering tap water instead. This 

means profits are being slashed… how does the industry adapt?

This line revolves around a tangible product aimed at Interior Designers. 
How can they possibly resist finding out more about how adhesives are 

changing the face of their own industry?

“The Adhesive Revolution - Interior Design Has Changed Forever.”
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“I am a financial advisor” is a standard approach for financial advisors and wealth 
managers. Around 100 million people can say they are financial advisers (yawn).

“I help you unlock equity in a second home” would be better. Only a few thousand 
people are saying this. See how it’s becoming more refined? This scares business 
owners because they feel they will lose out on potential sales outside this niche. You 
won’t!

“Teachers can afford a holiday home that can be rented out for a second income” 
is amazing! Very few people communicate on this level. This is a great Captivating 
One-Liner! You are still a financial advisor, now you are focussed and specific.

Notice how this one-liner has refined the offering to a specific target market: 
teachers? And also notice how it’s not about offering financial advice, it’s about 
feeling their pain? Teachers don’t earn much... and they have time for longer 
holidays.

Now, when this financial advisor sits in front of the teacher, then they can open up 
their entire product and service portfolio. The best way to get in front of that person in 
the first place is to specialise.

The technique I am showing you in this book does not sell your product or service. It 
gets you in front of the right person so you can work your magic and sell your product 
or service yourself.

2. Specialisation

I know, asking you to specialise is difficult. 
Our natural tendency is to offer everything to 
everyone, but specialising does not mean we 
should get rid of 90% of our offering. Don’t change 
your business operations, simply go out and 
be seen as a specialist. In other words, focus 
your sales messaging on just one powerful 
Captivating One-Liner. When it comes to your 
sales, throw away the bath water and keep the baby. 

Here’s a simple example: 
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First and foremost, a Captivating One-Liner is a 
mindset. You need to believe in it. You need to 
be passionate about it.

The beauty of the workshop process we use to identify your 
Captivating One-Liner is that it brings your passion into your 
communication. This one little gem of wisdom lets you speak 
about what you love and allows you to sell yourself at the same 
time.

3. Mindset

Example: 

Steel Studio is a company that makes steel balustrades. They would send out the 
usual brochures and price lists to their clients and prospective customers. After a 
quick workshop, we uncovered a glaring problem in the industry: People were 
being injured or even killed because of unsafe balustrades.

Their passion was “safety” so their Captivating One-liner became:
 

“Saving Lives, One Balustrade at a Time.”
 
Unlike the earlier example, which was clearly directed at teachers, this particular 
Captivating One-Liner was not specific to an audience. The line could easily 
have read “Architects, let’s Save Lives, One Balustrade at a Time.” In this case it 
is ok because the line is powerful enough to speak to their target audience in a 
convincing way.

There is a very good reason why we encourage you to mention the name 
of your target audience in your Captivating One-Liner: because when you 
broadcast your Captivating One-Liner on LinkedIn and social media, your 
audience is 300% more likely to respond if the message is directed specifically at 
their industry.
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A Captivating One-Liner is strategic. You have to think 
about how your target market will react. And very 
often you need to think about who your target market 
actually is!

Most importantly:

Your audience needs to know that you feel their pain.

A Captivating One-Liner is not about YOUR sale, it’s about THEIR pain.

4. Strategy

Example:

One of our clients has a recruitment app. They identified almost 50 separate 
benefits of using the app. We conducted our usual workshop and made them 
look really hard at their target market. Then we asked them this question: what is 
the real pain that your audience (HR Managers) is feeling?

The answer came down to this: vetting candidates. An HR manager firstly has 
to find a great candidate. Then they need to bring this new employee into 
the company as quickly as possible. However, before this can happen the 
HR manager needs to run a credit check, then a criminal record check, then 
background and reference checks and a host of other annoying hurdles. With 
this insight, their captivating one liner became:

“Vetting Candidates: The HR Manager’s Nightmare!”

When you speak to someone, does the other person understand that you feel 
their pain? The purpose of the Captivating One-Liner is to do exactly this and 
here’s the kicker:

Only you, the human can feel someone’s pain, NOT your brand. 

You (or someone from your company) needs to be the personal, human face 
that understands this. Speaking as a human and not merely as a brand name will 
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The Captivating One-Liner is not there to sell your product or service. 
It’s designed to build a real human relationship by positioning you (or 
several people in your company) as industry experts within their specific 
niche.

We know that LinkedIn is the number one place to go for new business connections. 
The question is: now that you have all these connections, what are you going to tell 
them? Are you going to spam them with a sales video or product brochure? Please 
don’t. Rather position yourself as the expert you really are.

The following method used to execute your Captivating One-Liner online is by far the 
most successful. It is a unique methodology that hunts for new leads using LinkedIn, 
then nurtures them using email while being supported by an article and, finally, 
brings you to life with a short podcast interview with me (www.scottcundill.com). 

Here’s how you do it:

5. Execution

give you far higher results. We consistently see that one in four people targeted 
in LinkedIn engage with the Captivating One-Liner. This is 400% - 2000% higher 
than the industry average.
 
On LinkedIn there are hundreds of millions of people ready to connect with you. 
All the people you need to talk to are right there! They may not be very active 
on LinkedIn and that doesn’t matter one bit: they still receive messages and 
their data is publicly available. If you focus your communication on one specific 
industry or job title (or both), there are still tens of thousands of the right people 
for you to connect with! I repeat: specialising is not going to hurt you. It will help 
you! 

https://scottcundill.com/
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Here is an example:

See the full article at:
https://content.majestic3.com/Articles/LongtailUX/Google_Shopping_is_Broken_Heres_
How_to_Fix_It.html
 
If you have a keen eye you will notice the following:

•	 The article looks GREAT (it’s also responsive so it can be read on mobile 
devices).

•	 The first thing the reader sees is the Captivating One-Liner.
•	 The second thing they see is your photo and bio – this puts a face to the 

name, reinforcing your personal, human credibility to speak about this topic.
•	 The intent is not to sell a product or service, it’s to open doors by positioning 

the authors of the article (in this case two of them) as credible industry 
experts.

Your Captivating One-Liner will never sell your product or service. It will, however, 
open doors so you can sell your product or service yourself.

Writing an article that does not promote your product or service outright is so difficult 
for many business owners who want to get their product out there. Instead, you 
should be getting “you” personally out there.  Once you have your Captivating 
One-Liner, writing an article is easy. For our clients, we literally interview them like a 
journalist would, then we record and transcribe the interview so a professional writer 
can write it on their behalf. You must be the author and we use your LinkedIn profile!

Write an article around your Captivating One-Liner.
Step 1

https://content.majestic3.com/Articles/LongtailUX/Google_Shopping_is_Broken_Heres_How_to_Fix_It.html
https://content.majestic3.com/Articles/LongtailUX/Google_Shopping_is_Broken_Heres_How_to_Fix_It.html
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Your LinkedIn profile can be set-up to connect you to the right people very 
quickly. We can also send a trackable link to your article to each of these 
contacts and see who clicks on it.

You will start connecting with key people NOT as a salesperson, but on a human 
level as an industry specialist! Like this:

Notice how professional the image link to the article looks? It’s all about 
presenting YOU as an industry expert and this means it needs to look great. And 
see how the invitation to take the connection further is not a sales pitch... it’s a 
link to your article using the Captivating One-Liner as the headline!

The Captivating One-Liner is what makes people click. The content behind your 
Captivating One-Liner makes them stick.

Step 2
Speed up your LinkedIn connections. 
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LinkedIn is amazing for making new connections. You will find thousands of 
people in your target market ready to accept your invitation. However, LinkedIn 
is terrible for building and nurturing trusted relationships. Email is far better for this. 
So we create a series of 5-8 emails around your Captivating One-Liner. Like this:

Step 3
Write an email series

Notice how: 

The emails come from you, the person, not just the brand.

The subject lines of the email reflect the Captivating One-Liner.

The mails are properly authenticated – please don’t use Mailchimp or any other 
cheap mail sending software to email a LinkedIn audience. Many people on 
LinkedIn have Gmail accounts and you need to maximise delivery rates by 
setting up the technology correctly. Also avoid fancy graphics and too much 
‘prettiness’ as spam filters will block them. We’ll send them correctly for you.

The emails should be in a series. Episode One is followed by Episode Two, which 
is followed by Episode Three, etc. This keeps the audience engaged, but never 
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Step 4
Record a short podcast interview with me.

A short audio interview with me allows people to hear you speak with 
authenticity around your Captivating One-Liner. This is not a promotional 
interview, it is there to show people you feel their pain by speaking about an 
issue that is relevant to them.

sells to them. It keeps you top of mind over a long period. Relationships are not 
built in a day, they take time.

See www.maj3.com if you want us to set up and automate this entire process for 
you.

Now that you have recorded the interview, we will link it to your emails, your 
LinkedIn messages and your feature article. Remember the Majestic Three - i) 
an email series, ii) a feature article and iii) a podcast interview. All three come 
together to create a sales machine fed by LinkedIn. We will track each click 
so you can see exactly who has listened to it! Think about it, if the right person 
has listened to the interview on your Captivating One-Liner, and you know 
exactly who that person is, are they more or less likely to take your call or set up 
a meeting when you reach out to them? Of course they are! This is the Majestic 
sales machine in action.

http://www.maj3.com/
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If you had a crystal ball and knew exactly which contact opened the emails you 
send them, would they be interested in taking a call from you?

If that contact clicked and read your article, then visited your website, could 
they be interested in having a coffee with you?

And if that same contact listened to our podcast interview around your 
Captivating One-Liner, would they be interested in meeting you?

We track interactions on a dashboard that resembles a pot of Italian gnocchi. 
The more they interact with your content, the higher their score. As they cook, 
they bob up to the surface.

Step 5
Track everything

Do you see how everything has come together? LinkedIn connects with email, 
which connects to a feature article which connects to an audio interview. 
It becomes a fully automated sales machine that reflects one, powerful 
Captivating One-Liner.

Email me to get started!

We’ll automate these
for you!

Here’s how it works:

mailto:scott%40majestic3.com?subject=
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We automatically search
for contacts and connect

with them.

As they Interact with 
LinkedIn, Email and Video, 

they are given a score.
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6. Summary

This book can be summarised into three steps:

Step 1: Craft your Captivating One-Liner and stick to it!

Step 2: Back it up with great content using “The Majestic Three”

1.	 A well written feature article posted on the web.
2.	 An email series containing 5-8 emails, each discussing a different as-

pect of your Captivating One-Liner.
3.	 A podcast interview with me, discussing your Captivating One-Liner.

Step 3: Ignite your LinkedIn profile and feed your “Majestic Three” with a 
continuous supply of fresh connections.

And remember… this is not about your sale, it’s about their pain! So don’t 
be a pushy sales person. From now on, you are a niche industry specialist.

Need help to get your content in place and set this up?

Just email me or visit www.maj3.com. 

mailto:scott@majestic3.com
http://www.maj3.com/
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